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Introduction
In recent years, e-learning has been introduced into more than half of higher education institutions across Japan [1] . Among them, blended learning combining lectures and multimedia including elearning is expected to continue to spread in the future [2] , [3] . At the same time, researchers have been examining how to conduct blended learning [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . One of the authors also is studying it [8] , [9] , [10] .
Instructional design plays important roles to realize the charming, efficient and effective class [11] , [12] . Before a class, we need to consider which media should be used, how they should be utilized, and when and where they should be handled. Blended learning is designed based on a teacher's experience. A teacher who conducts blended learning introducing e-learning for the first time often has no idea about what is needed or how materials and apparatus can be used. The system which can design from the class summary plan to the class details plan has been developed [13] . In this system, the authors consider the media as thing to present and spread teaching materials. This lacks the idea of the blended class to enhance a learning effect by combining appropriately the media with various characteristics.
When making a lesson plan, the support system for making educational guidance plan which decides one learning activity by inputting a necessary matter has been developed [14] . A lesson plan is made by making repeatedly the learning activity. This system was based on only a face-to-face class and was limited with three kinds of a blackboard demonstration, distribution document, and oral explanation as the media to use. Uchida [15] offers a media checklist to quantify the necessity of media. Users must list the kind of media that they need and then set out a relation between their lessons and those needs. In doing so, they need some knowledge about media. However, beginners at conducting blended learning must design their lessons without sufficient knowledge and therefore invariably encounter difficulties.
For that reason, we develop a support system with which beginners at blended learning can use elearning to produce their own lesson plans. After a user answers through replying some questions, lesson type is pointed to. Some lesson forms which consist of the lesson type are shown. After a user chooses one among them, media associated with designing blended learning are illustrated. A user of our system can choose some media to conduct blended learning without sufficient knowledge related to media. Furthermore, the user can make weekly plans, detailed lesson development for a class and distributed documents on the system. In this paper, developed system is explained in sections 2 and 3. Kinds and contents of databases used in the system are explained in sections 4. The result showed that the system was highly evaluated by the user in section 5.
plans using them as a reference. We will explain each function in the third chapter and give a detailed description of the database for producing teaching plans in the fourth chapter and thereafter.
The system that we developed this time was produced based on the idea of a supporting system to design the blended learning that we reported earlier.
The developed system is designed for a beginner who tries to design a blended learning plan for the first time. U s e r i n t e r f a c e U s e r s DB Figure 1 . Construction of the developed system
Functions to design blended learning
The functions to design blended learning include the lesson-plan-making function and the classdevelopment-making function. Using the first function, the user can plan one class every week to make 15 classes in total; using the second function, the user can produce one detailed class development plan for a class. Flow of designing lesson is shown in Figure 2 . 
Lesson-plan-making function
Using the lesson-plan-making function, the user can make a lesson-plan through four stages as shown in Figure 2 .
At the first stage, question 'a' which is shown in the second row of At the third stage, the user can determine some media to be used in the class. The media are shown as classified into three categories in descending order of frequency of use in the lesson form: necessary media, recommended media, and desirable media. Figure 4 is an example indicating the candidate of media which may be used in decided lesson form. From them, the user can choose the media for use in the class.
At the fourth stage, the columns of lesson contents and each media for 15 weeks is presented on the screen. The user can determine what to teach and how to use the media introduced for each class. The usage of media which are most often used in the class is shown as a sample. Adding to and altering that sample, the user can determine the usage on the web. The resultant teaching plan can be saved and downloaded as a CSV file. The part of example of finished files is displayed in Table 3 . 
No. Lesson types
Lesson forms e-learning using slide teaching materials e-learning using VOD 2 Remote and blended class to exercise using e-learning Remote class and exercise using e-learning Remote class to talk using a Web questionnaire Remote class to talk using a chat Remote class to exchange using a bulletin board Remote class to exchange using SNS 5 Distance class blended with some media Remote lecture learning with some media outside a class 6 Distance class Remote lecture 7 Class blended with cooperateive learning in the class Lecture to conduct cooperative learning using a Web questionnaire
Class using e-learning in the class Class using e-learning in the class (every other week) Class to discuss using SNS Class to discuss using bulletin board Class to make a work, present, and evaluate mutually in the class Class to make a work and present in a group Class to submit a task using e-learning outside the class Class to exercise by e-learning outside the class Class to learn lecture contents using e-learning outside the class Class to learn contents related to lecture by e-learning outside the class 13 
Lesson-development-making function
In the lesson-development-making function, the user makes the lesson development as the fifth stage in Figure 2 . First, the CSV file names of lesson plans that have been made for a teaching plan in 3.1 are displayed. The user chooses a file which he/she hopes to make the lesson-development. Next, a window presents media that the user has determined to use in the development of the lesson and its usage. The user is required to input an activity about each one of Gagne's nine events of instruction. Then a table which includes activities of teacher, activities of students, learning type, use media, view point to evaluate, assessment method, and required time is displayed as shown in Table 4 . The user inputs the column in reference to the examples. If the user clicks "save and confirmation," then the user views a table in the window as shown in Table 4 for confirmation. If it is OK, then the user clicks "save." The lesson development that has been made can be saved and downloaded as a CSV file.
Lesson type "Lesson using VOD and e-learning"
Lesson form using slide material as main contents (1) e-learning using slide material Learning using slide material as main contents (2) e-learning using VOD Lesson using VOD animated
Lesson form "E-learning using slide material" 
Distributed-documents-making function
In the distributed-documents-making function, three kinds of survey sheet are made: survey sheet for attitude, survey sheet for evaluation assessment, and survey sheet for technical terms.
Function for making survey sheet for attitude
Attitude survey sheet is paper to investigate a change of the consciousness by a learner studying a subject. Attitude survey sheet is to investigate a change of the consciousness when a learner studies a subject. A user is required to input a subject name and investigation items to make this attitude survey sheet. 30 items and one item of the free description are displayed as a sample of the investigation items. The user corrects some of the items and makes modifications. The numbers of maximum items which a user can input a rating value and the freedom description are 35 items and two items respectively. A user save it after inputting them and can download attitude survey sheet as a CSV file.
In addition, a user can make attitude survey sheet with helpful activities for improving consciousness after the class end if a user continue to input the activity.
Function for making survey sheet for evaluation
An evaluation sheet is used when a learner evaluates a work and a report personally and mutually. A user input a work or a report name and the evaluation items to make this evaluation sheet. Because item varies according to the kind of the work or the report, an example of the item is not displayed. While a user can download and browse some samples, a user may input evaluation items in reference to the sample. The number of evaluation items can be input up to 15 items. In addition, a user can make one item of a free description. The items of peer evaluation may be the same as those of selfevaluation. Because expression and entry content are different between self and peer evaluation sheet about the free description, a user input a different question sentence and then save it as a different sheet. The user can download the evaluation sheet as a CSV file.
Function for making survey sheet about recognition level of technical terms
The survey sheet about recognition level of terms is used to investigate how a learner knows the terms related to a subject. A user input a subject name and terms to investigate to make this survey sheet about recognition level of terms. The frame to input the terms is prepared for 50. A user save it after inputting them and can download the evaluation sheet as a CSV file.
Function for browsing samples
In a function for browsing samples, a user can browse the documents which a teacher distributes in the class or download the file to use as a sample. A screen to download sample files is displayed when a user clicks "Browsing of the sample" in a top page. A user can download files of lesson-plans, lessondevelopment and distributed-documents which a user has made. A user also can browse documents necessary to make a lesson-plan and development such as a structured notebook, sheet of mini examination, teaching material made with slides, and so on.
Kinds and contents of databases

Users database
A user's database is storing the use log and a file that the user made. When a user registered, the directory of the user is made. The following six kinds of directories and files are stored: Directories to save the lesson-plan, the lesson-development, the attitude survey sheet, the evaluation sheet and the survey sheet for recognition level of technical terms that a user made, and the file which save a use history.
Question database
The question database, prepared in XML format, is used for producing teaching plans. Six tags are used in the question database: a question tag, a query tag, an explanation tag, a yes tag, a no tag, and a result tag. A partial structure of the question database is portrayed in the following. The question is the root tag, under which a yes tag, no tag, explanation tag, and query tag are structured. Regarding the yes tag and no tag, structures of two kinds exist. As with the root tag, one is structured by a yes tag, no tag, explanation tag, and query tag. The other is structured by a result tag alone. In the query tag, the question sentence to show is registered. In the explanation tag, the question sentence to show is also registered. In addition, in the ends of the yes tag and no tag, what is always structured using a result tag is registered.
Lesson type database
The lesson type database, prepared in XML format, is used in the lesson-plan-making function. In the lesson type database, the following are registered: the lesson type name, the lesson type explanation, the lesson form name, the lesson form explanation, the necessary media, the recommended media, the desirable media, and the usage of media. In the lesson form, the necessary media, the recommended media, and the desirable media are registered in descending order of frequency of introduction in a class. As the usage of media, that of the media which is most often used among registered media is registered. The usage is registered in figures. Each figure stands for the number assigned to the media database. The number determines the usage of media in the lesson form.
Media database
The media database, prepared in XML format, is used in the lesson-plan-making function. In the media database, the following are registered: the media name, the media explanation, the usage, and the example of the media collaborated with other media, and the usage of media through a whole class. The number of usage depends on the medium. Even if the media are the same, how to use them or the frequency of their use might vary according to the usage. Consequently, even if the way of introduction is the same, when the frequency of use differs, it is registered as a different usage.
Document distributed database
The document distributed database, saved in CSV format, is used in the document-distributed making function. In it are registered the following: the frameworks of survey sheet for attitude, the evaluation sheet, and the survey sheet for recognition level of technical terms, in addition to the items of the consciousness survey and the items of activities useful for changing consciousness. 3 2S e m a n tic n e tw o rk 8 D e c is io n s u p p o rt 3 3In h e rita n c e o f p ro p e rty 9 K n o w le d g e b a s e 3 4F ra m e -b a s e d re p re s e n ta tio n 1 0In fe re n c e e n g in e 3 5P ro d u c tio n ru le 1 1In te llig e n t c o m p u te rs 3 6B la c k b o a rd m o d e l 1 2N e u ro n 3 7D a ta b a s e 1 3L e a rn in g 3 8C A I 1 4M e m o ry 3 9C A I c o u rs e w a re 1 5P re s u m p tio n 4 0In te llig e n t C A I 1 6In d u c tiv e in fe re n c e 4 1T e a c h in g e x p e rtis e 1 7D e d u c tiv e re a s o n in g 4 2G u id a n c e s tra te g y 1 8In te llig e n c e 4 3K n o w le d g e b a s e o f te a c h in g m a te ria ls 1 9A rtific ia l in te llig e n c e 4 4S tu d e n t m o d e l 2 0K n o w le d g e e n g in e e rin g 4 5E x e rc is e g e n e ra tio n 2 1R e s o lu tio n p rin c ip le 4 6K n o w le d g e fo r u s e r in te rfa c e s 2 2K n o w le d g e e x p re s s io n 4 7K in d o f b u g 2 3U s e o f k n o w le d g e 4 8M e th o d o f A n s w e r m a tc h in g 2 4A c q u is itio n o f k n o w le d g e 4 9L e a rn in g h is to ry 2 5E x p e rt s y s te m 5 0Q u e s tio n a n d a n s w e r m e th o d T h a n k y o u fo r c o o p e ra tio n .
T h is is th e in v e s tig a tio n to k n o w h o w m u c h y o u u n d e rs ta n d a te rm re la te d to a rtific ia l in te llig e n c e . H o w d o y o u u n d e rs ta n d th e fo llo w in g te rm s ? P le a s e in p u t a n a p p ro p ria te k n o w le d g e d e g re e o f 1 to 3 a s th e re s p o n d . 
Sample database
In the sample database, many files are registered so that the user can browse and refer to them to make a teaching plan or documents distributed. In the sample database, the following are registered lesson plans, lesson development, survey sheet for attitude, the evaluation sheet, and the survey sheet for recognition level of technical terms that can be made using this system. The following are also registered: structured notes, quizzes, and slide-show teaching materials, which are necessary when conducting real classes. 
Analysis of the questionnaire
Because we required users, teachers and students, to use and evaluate the system which we developed, the results are explained. The difference was calculated at a 5% significant level. m, SD and p mean the average, standard deviation and significant probability respectively.
Results of questionnaire about teachers
The teachers or instructors used the system for designing own class and making weekly plans, detailed lesson development for a class, and distributed documents. Then, they replied questionnaire which consists of 23 items as shown in Table 5 . The rating values for items 1 to 19 are replied by the five rating scale. The five rating values are as follows: 1. Not adapted; 2. Not slightly adapted; 3. Neutral; 4. Slightly adapted; 5. Adapted. A part of the result is shown in Table 5 . Seven respondents completed the questionnaires.
About items 1 to 19, it was examined by the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test whether average rating values deflect to an affirmative side or a negative side in association with "3. Neutral". As a result, the average rating value for all items 1 to 19 deflected significantly to the affirmative side.
Items 1 to 3 relate to questions to choose a class type. Deflection to the affirmative side for the item 1 tended to be significant at a 10% level. Deflection to the affirmative side for the item 2 was significantly recognized. Deflection to for the item 3 was not recognized. This result shows that tenor and contents are adequate, but since the number of questions is a few, we must go through to increase the number.
Items 4 and 5 relate to questions to choose a lesson form. Deflection to the affirmative side for the item 4 tended to be significant at a 10% level. Deflection to the affirmative side for the item 5 was significantly recognized at a 5% level. This result shows that the number of lesson forms did not satisfy themselves even though they could choose an adequate form.
Items 6 to 8 relate to the media registered with the lesson form. Deflection to the affirmative side for all these items was significantly recognized. Because all evaluations of these items were more than 3, this shows that these items were highly rated. However, because frequency of "4. Slightly adapted" is most in these items, it is indicated that there is yet room for improving to fit necessary media, recommended media, and desirable media.
Item 16 relates to the distributed documents. Deflection to the affirmative side for the item was significantly recognized. Since the number of samples in the distributed documents was highly rated, the users satisfied the number. However, they did not satisfy kinds of distributed documents because deflection for item 14 relates the kinds was not recognized.
It was recognized that item 19 deflected significantly to the affirmative side. This shows that the users want to use the system in the future. It means that the users have felt effective and efficient for using the system.
Item 20 is a question about the number of times that a user revised a lesson plan after having downloaded it. The average number of times revised was 1.5 times. The maximum was three times, and the minimum was 0 times. The persons who revised once and twice are each two. One person revised it three times. There was one person who did not revise at all. The person who revised made a lesson plan on this system roughly and described that he/she modified after having downloaded it. It is regarded as the reason that a user revised more than once because it allowed a user to download a lesson plan with a CSV file.
Item 21 is a question about the number of times that a user revised after having made a distribution document. The mean of this item was 1.2 times. The maximum was three times, and the minimum was 0 times. The persons who did not revise was three, the persons who revised twice was two, and the person who revised three times was alone. Half of users did not revise a distributed document. Because a user often use attitude survey sheet and the recognition investigation sheet only by the first class and the last class among the distribution documents which a user can make by this system and do not need it immediately, it is supposed that a user might not revise it.
Item 22 is really a question about the time that it took to make a lesson plan. The average of this item was 144 minutes. The minimum and the maximum were 30 and 420 minutes respectively. Persons with less than 60 minutes, with 61-100 minutes, and with 101 minutes or more were three, alone, and two respectively. Two persons with less than 90 minutes described that they roughly made a lesson plan using the system and modified it after downloading. In the case of different form from the usual form of lesson plan, it was found that it takes more than usual.
Item 23 is a question about the decrease of time to make a lesson plan. The average was 13.3 minutes. The minimum and the maximum were -30 and 30 minutes. The person who did not change was three and the person who decreased less than 30 minutes was three. On the contrary, the person who answered that making time increased was alone. 
Results of questionnaire about students
Using the system, students were required to make the report of task "Designing blended class about any contents of information studies in a high school" in "Introduction to e-learning" that is an elective subject in third-year student of University A. Therefore the lesson-plan-making function in the system was improved to adapt to the task. By the lesson-planmaking function, media are chosen as explained in section 2. Then, a screen to input how to use media and a use point is displayed. After that, a student can make a file adapted to the task.
The student who used it was required to reply questionnaire which consists of 23 items. The questionnaire is the same as one for teachers. The rating values for items 1 to 19 are replied by the five rating scale. The results are shown in Table 6 . Twenty-six respondents completed the questionnaires. About items 1 to 19, it was examined by t-test whether average rating values deflect to an affirmative side or a negative side in association with "3. Neutral". As a result, the average rating value for all items 1 to 19 deflected significantly to the affirmative side.
Items 1 to 3 relate to questions to choose a lesson type. Deflection to the affirmative side for all these items was significantly recognized. This result shows that a method to decide a lesson type by choosing one choice among two, then to choose a lesson form from some ones belonging to the lesson type is highly rated.
Items 6 to 8 relate to the media registered with the lesson form. Deflection to the affirmative side for all these items was significantly recognized. Because all these items were more evaluations than 3, this shows that these items were highly rated. However, because frequency of "4. Slightly adapted" is most in these items, it is indicated that there is yet room for improvement in these items.
Deflection to the affirmative side for all these items 9 and 10 about the usage of the media was significantly recognized. As the cause that the evaluation of these items was not so high, because usage and explanation of the media is abstract, it is thought that a user could not understand how to use. About explanation and the usage of the media and a sample of usage, it is thought that it is necessary to modify in a more plain description.
Item 11 was a question about the adequacy of the framework of lesson-development-making. It was admitted that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. In this system, a user makes lessondevelopment after having gone through about Gagne's nine events of instruction. it is thought that many students might rate affirmatively because a student was able to make lesson development in a procedure as a student learned in a class.
Item 12 was a question about the adequacy of examples of the lesson development. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. However, rating value was a little low. As cause for this, it is thought that lower rating was brought because there are only three files registered into the sample database.
Item 13 is a question about the forms of the lesson plan. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. This item is not similarly high to the teacher's use evaluation. It is thought that there was big difference between media that matched usage that a user thought or media that did not match. Item 14 is a question about the number of the kinds of distributed document which a user can make using this system. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. A student described the comment that the system will be better to have the function for making miniexamination. In order to improve the system, we consider to increase the files which a user can make.
Item 15 is a question about the adequacy of the frame of distributed document which a user could make. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. The rating value of this item was lower than the whole mean. However, half of students rated 3 and there was no student who rated less than 3. Because the distributed document is not obliged to hand in, and the student did not show much interest, it is thought that the rating value might be lower.
Item 16 was a question about the number of samples of distributed document. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. Attitude survey sheet was introduced most in the documents which a user could make by the distributed-documents-making function. It is noted that 20 persons of 26 students introduced to their reports. However, the number of the files of distributed document registered with the sample database was 4, 10 and 10 about survey sheet for attitude, survey sheet for evaluation and survey sheet for recognition level of technical terms respectively. The number of survey sheet for attitude was least. It is thought that it is necessary to increase the number of files of survey sheet for attitude into the sample database.
Item 17 was a question about the number of samples of lesson plan. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. Because there were nine samples of lesson plan in the sample database, it is thought that this evaluation was obtained. Furthermore, it is necessary to increase the number of samples and to make a referring sample clear through classifying them with a lesson type in order to raise the evaluation of this item.
It was recognized that the item 18 deflected significantly to the affirmative side at a 0.1% level. This shows that the time for making the lesson plan shortened using the system. It means that the making time generally shorten using the system because there was no student who replied that making time gets longer. It was recognized that the time varies among different individuals because the standard deviation of item is big.
Item 19 was a question about the satisfaction using a system. It was recognized that it significantly deflected to the affirmative side. Standard deviation of this item is biggest in item 1-19. It was found that a difference between the evaluations of students is big. The student who estimated it as 1-3 in this item rated item 18 as 1-3. It is thought that users who were not able to shorten the time making lesson plans lowered the evaluation of satisfaction.
Item 20 is an question about the number of times revised after having downloaded a lesson plan. The average was 2.23 times. The minimum was 0 times, and the maximum was ten times. The number of students who revised 0 time, once, twice, tree times and more than four times was 5, 10, 5, 2 and 4 persons respectively.
Item 21 is a question about the number of times that a user revised a distributed document after having made it. The average was 1.17 times. The minimum and the maximum were 0 times and five times respectively. The persons who revised 0 time, once, twice, third times and four times was 9, 8, 5, 3 and 1 respectively. The number of times that a user revised distributed document was less than those of the lesson plan. Because the distributed document is not obliged to present, it is supposed that a student only made it.
Item 22 is really a question about the time that it took for making lesson plan. The average time about this item was 76.5 minutes. The minimum and the maximum time were 10 and 300 minutes respectively.
Item 23 is a question about the decrease of the time to make a lesson plan. The average of decreased time was 32.0 minutes. The minimum and the maximum time were 0 and 150 minutes respectively.
We calculated Spearman coefficient of correlation between the rating values in item 19 about the satisfaction and the decreased time in item 23. The coefficient of correlation was 0.28 and was not significantly. This was the same result as one for teachers. This result does not mean that to decrease the time for making lesson plan raises satisfaction using this system. 
